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the rhetoric of violence and

Speaker Nancy Pelosi said she believes the politicization of abortion to be a “uniquely American” phenomenon when asked if Democrats’ rhetoric fueled violence against churches.

pelosi pressed on whether dem rhetoric fueling violence against churches, pro-life clinics

Former ICE director Jonathan Fahey reacts to a shooting that took place in Washington D.C. and why the defund the police movement is responsible for this kind of violence.

jonathan fahey: ‘defund the police’ rhetoric resulting in rise in violence

Wendy Rogers spoke approvingly of hanging political enemies at a white nationalist rally, to Oklahoma, where the GOP chair and candidate for Congress talked about putting Anthony Fauci in front of a

what do about the emerging paramilitary wing of the GOP | j. patrick coolican

Protests have erupted around the world against Putin’s threat to use nuclear weapons. But any country in possession of nuclear weapons also puts us all in

unthinkable rhetoric: nuclear weapons and the ukraine war

That rhetoric contributes to polarization in our society and can translate to physical violence, they say. Given the tense political climate, researchers expect rhetoric from rightwing political

missouri senate primary highlights rise of violent rhetoric on the right

Facts. Sadly, these facts seem to have hit a nerve within portions of our populace who are comfortable with dangerous rhetoric but rush to disavow ideologies when they are manifested in deadly action.

letters: violence is never solution to differences; don’t overlook influence of dangerous rhetoric; make the best of rail terminus at kakaako

Bret Baier asked Delaware Sen. Chris Coons on “FOX News Sunday” about the difference between how Democrats are talking about ongoing protests outside of Supreme Court justices’ homes compared to their

sen. chris coons: “all of us,” including democrats, need to reduce the level of violent rhetoric in politics

June 15, 2022 at 6:00 a.m. EDT The celebrity treatment that conservatives are giving Kyle Rittenhouse, acquitted of all charges in the shooting deaths of two in Kenosha, Wis., in 2020, epitomizes the

bernhard goetz and the roots of kyle rittenhouse’s celebrity on the right

And we need to turn down the rhetoric. But time is not on our side Right here in central Iowa, we’ve seen our own share of gun violence. Just 24 hours after the tragedy in Tulsa, a man

editorial: when it comes to stopping gun violence, we need to turn down the rhetoric

Letter to the editor

readers respond: the latest sign of portland’s decline

So, let’s consider changing the rhetoric and trying a more positive As of today, there have been 24 separate acts of gun violence in elementary and secondary schools in the United States.

can we change the rhetoric?


the monday after: white robes and dark rhetoric in the city

Now known to the Chinese as the “ten years of chaos,” the Chinese Cultural Revolution (1966-76) brought death to thousands of Chinese and persecution to millions. In Rhetoric of the Chinese Cultural

rhetoric of the chinese cultural revolution: the impact on chinese thought, culture, and communication

Sen. Chris Coons (D-Del.) said on Sunday he thinks we could see “a season of political violence in this country” if both sides don’t cool down their rhetoric.